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SBD RECOMMENDATION 
 
OVERALL IMPRESSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS  
The following recommendations are based on responses to a survey that solicited resident input on creating a 
SBD and on the committee’s own educational process and advice. The committee received 160 responses to 
the survey, although only 128 respondents were able to complete the entire survey due to a computer glitch 
that lasted several days. According to the demographic data, the survey results were well dispersed by age, 
gender, and neighborhood geography. Unfortunately, despite the committee’s door-to-door effort, the survey 
results are not representative of the neighborhood’s racial/ethnic makeup.  African-Americans in particular are 
underrepresented and this should be taken into consideration if the council moves forward. 
 
• There is enough resident interest and support in creating a SBD for the Council to move forward.  

Survey results showed that residents leaned positive; with 49.2% responding favorable or somewhat 
favorable to the idea of creating an SBD, 12.5% were neutral, and 38.3% were somewhat opposed or very 
opposed. This trend presented early and was consistent throughout the survey process. The committee 
decided that if the survey responses fell between 40-60% either negative or positive, they would make the 
corresponding recommendation to the Council.  (SBDs are put to public vote and need 50% + 1 to pass.)  

• Things residents like most about creating a SBD – The ability to fund neighborhood improvements, 
both specific and general; and the ability to allocate tax dollars specifically to our neighborhood to make 
improvements that go above what the city provides. 

• Things that concern residents about creating a SBD - Increased taxes; concerns about accountability 
for and effective use of the funds; and the impact of increased taxes on elderly and/or low-income 
residents.  

 
BACKGROUND 
In 2015, the Skinker DeBaliviere Community Council (SDCC) formed an ad-hoc committee to explore ways to 
raise extra funds to support neighborhood needs. That committee identified a Special Business District (SBD) 
as one of the strongest funding opportunities. A short time later, SDCC recruited residents to serve on a SBD 
Committee to: 1) Identify the pros and cons of establishing an SBD for the residential section of the 
neighborhood; 2) Create a list of potential items to be funded by an SBD, using Master Plan as a guide; 3) 
Engage neighbors in an extensive SBD discussion, including the assessment rate, why an SBD is being 
considered, how funds will be managed and allocated, etc.; and 4) Provide actionable recommendations to the 
SDCC Board of Directors.  
 
PROCESS 
The SBD Committee members undertook a three-step process. First, the committee members spent time 
educating themselves about SBDs. Next, the committee sought to inform and receive input from their fellow 
residents. They did so by developing educational materials about SBDs to be shared with residents including a 
presentation and list of frequently asked questions (materials can be found at: http://tinyurl.com/sbdmeeting). 
As part of this effort the committee held a public meeting to share information and answer questions, and went 
door-to-door throughout the neighborhood.  The committee also developed a survey to solicit resident input. 
The survey was able to collect consistent feedback on residents’ impressions of a SBD and also get their input 
on other important aspects of creating an SBD such as the types of items a SBD should fund if one is created. 
The final step of the process was to review the resident input and make these recommendations to the SDCC 
Board of Directors.  
 
RECOMMENDATIONS ON MOVING FORWARD 
 
• The Council should consider these recommendations and data from the resident surveys as it 

considers whether to proceed with proposing a SBD for the neighborhood at this time. The Council 
should also consider the capacity needed to embark on a proactive effort to establish a SBD.  The 
committee recommends that the Council meet with Brian Phillips as they consider next steps. Brian has 
been involved in efforts to pass SBDs in other communities in St. Louis, and the committee found his 
experience and knowledge helpful in understanding what it will take to shift from an exploratory process, in 

http://tinyurl.com/sbdmeeting
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which this committee was engaged, to an advocacy process. For example, it will take considerable time 
and effort to do more extensive education and advocacy among residents regarding a SBD. Capacity for 
data analysis will be also needed. Brian would be helpful to the Council in thinking through the capacity 
needed to move forward. 

 
If the Council decides to move forward, it should: 
 
• Have a clear recommendation on its relationship vis-à-vis a SBD. There are options for how the 

relationship between the Council and a SBD could be structured. For example, will SDCC have a 
permanent seat on the board? Will it be voting or not voting?  The Council should be precise and 
transparent in the role it would like to play.  

• Establish a new committee composed of residents, renters and business owners who support 
establishing a SBD, and invite the 26th and 28th Alderpersons to join. Some next steps for this 
committee would include: 

o Continuing to refine the SBD FAQ Sheet and prepare a standard presentation proposing a SBD;  
o Scheduling small group discussions with residents to share the SBD presentation, solicit feedback 

and brainstorm solutions -- paying special attention to meeting with underrepresented and 
vulnerable groups, as well as those opposed to the SBD; and 

o Scheduling meetings with landlords to discuss their potential tax liability and its impact on renters. 
• Solicit technical support for additional surveying and data analysis. This should include forecasting to 

determine if a ballot measure would pass and calculating the best election year and ballot, and better 
assessing the impact of a SBD on seniors and low-income households. 

• Ensure that the ongoing process is transparent, open, and inclusive. The Council should put extra 
effort into building trust with residents by being completely transparent in its effort, open to hearing a variety 
of opinions, and inclusive of all residents. This is particularly important given that concerns of accountability 
and trust were common by those that strongly opposed a SBD.  

• Write a proposed SBD Charter that reinforces accountability whenever possible.  In addition to 
existing requirements that the charter set clear spending priorities (presented in categories or focus areas) 
and that annual allocations mirror the charter priorities, the Charter should also: 

o Set a limit on administrative expenses; 
o Reinforce that public RFPs are required for all deliverables; 
o Require financials be reported quarterly; and 
o Require a public budgeting process. 

• Further reinforce accountability by carefully considering the makeup of the proposed SBD Board. 
The role and accountability of the SBD Board, which will oversee and manage the SBD funds, was a 
common point of concern among residents. Based on feedback in the resident survey, and from the 
committee members, the committee recommends the proposed SBD board require: 

o Representation by income, age and geography (for geography, can propose zoned 
commissioners); 

o A conflict of interest policy; and 
o Staggered term limits. 

• Create sample SBD projects with the related costs. It was challenging for some residents to discuss a 
SBD without knowing more how the money would be spent. While the committee asked for input on how 
SBD fund could be spent (see survey results for details), many residents wanted more specifics before 
they would support it. For example, what would be the costs for various types of security efforts or 
infrastructure improvements? The committee found the Central West End budget materials a good 
example of detail and transparency.  

• Consider the assessment rate after the spending priorities are set. The committee does not have a 
specific recommendation on the assessment rate. It is difficult to propose a level of taxation without 
spending priorities set. The committee recommends that the assessment rate be considered after spending 
categories are identified and example projects/budgets are considered.  

 
 



SBD Committee 
Qualitative Summery of Open-Ended Survey Questions 

 
What are your outstanding questions about SBDs? 
 

- What will the SBD fund/what needs will it address (15) 
o “What will we spend this money on?”  
o “What immediate projects would move forward if funding came 

through? 
- How will decisions be made/more information on accountability & oversight 

(7) 
o “Who would make decisions about the uses of the funds?” 
o “I still do not understand how the names of the committee will be 

chosen” 
 
What do you like most about establishing a SBD? 
 

- Will be able to fund specific neighborhood improvements, such as 
infrastructure, security, green space, etc. (25) 

o “Additional neighborhood improvements, such as increased security” 
o “The possibility of making physical improvements to the 

neighborhood such as implementing portions of the master plan” 
o “The possibilities of increasing security as well as the aesthetics of the 

neighborhood along with park additions/improvements.” 
- Will allow for general improvements (no specifics named) (18)  

o “Neighborhood improvement” 
o “Betterment of neighborhood” 

- Will allow for improvements that are targeted specifically to the 
neighborhood/above what city can  (10) 

o “Being able to target funds towards projects that directly impact the 
neighborhood” 

o “Means to provide improvement tailored to neighborhood that city 
can’t provide” 

- Will provide regular funding for neighborhood/Council (9) 
o “The neighborhood needs to come up with a steady source of funding 

for its organizations and desired projects. Private funding will not be 
enough” 

o “Sustained, predictable funding for the ongoing work that is required 
to sustain the neighborhood and make it stronger” 

- Will improve property values/desirability of neighborhood (6) 
o “Possibility of increasing/stabilizing property values” 
o  “Neighborhood investment would increase property values and 

enhance community standard of living” 
 
 
 
 
 



 
What are your biggest concerns about establishing a SBD? 
 

- Increased taxes (39) 
o “More taxes” 
o “We just passed a huge schools tax increase. More property taxes are 

not good.” 
o “Already feeling overburdened by earning taxes, personal property 

taxes, property taxes, sales taxes, income taxes, etc, etc.” 
o “More taxes discourage people from investing in the area” 

- Accountability/effective use of funds (28) 
o  “Effective and transparent management” 
o “Waste on security projects with no real impact” 
o  “Possible lack of transparency and responsiveness to the community. 

Poor selection of governing board members” 
- Impact on elderly and/or low income residents (19) 

o “Cost to elderly and low income” 
o  “The ability of seniors on a fixed income to absorb another tax 

increase” 
- Lack of clarity on what funding will be spent on (7) 

o “Not knowing exactly how money will be spent” 
o Ambiguous spending plan for revenue” 

- Large businesses/institutions will benefit disproportionally/won’t be 
included (6) 

o “That large businesses or large institutions will not have to contribute 
but will benefit none the less from the neighborhood improvements” 

o “That many tax exempt residential properties will not pay it…” 
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Edit this form 

SBD Survey - Summary 160 responses 
View all responses Publish analytics 

 

A Special Business District (SBD) is a separate political 
subdivision of the state that may impose additional 
property taxes to fund certain public improvements and 
services within the district. A group of residents is 
currently researching whether Skinker DeBaliviere 
could benefit from an SBD. But we need your input 
before we go any further! Please complete this 
anonymous survey. 

After reviewing the materials, do you feel like you have a good understanding of 
what Special Business Districts (SBDs) are and how they operate? 

 

  

89.14% 

10.60% 

Do you understand what an SBD Is? 

Yes - 89.14% 

No- 10.6% 

https://docs.google.com/a/skinker-debaliviere.com/forms/d/1W9yagEtMjya2K8vjmCu7_iMYVWUGRD4rugZUkzriTNc/edit
https://docs.google.com/a/skinker-debaliviere.com/forms/d/1W9yagEtMjya2K8vjmCu7_iMYVWUGRD4rugZUkzriTNc/edit
https://docs.google.com/a/skinker-debaliviere.com/spreadsheets/d/1kuHZk_gzFxYOdBP-LtZw8XNmUAdui_WCr7aO47j9z0E?usp=forms_web_l#gid=1323112939
https://docs.google.com/a/skinker-debaliviere.com/forms/d/1W9yagEtMjya2K8vjmCu7_iMYVWUGRD4rugZUkzriTNc/edit#start=publishanalytics
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Overall, what is your initial reaction to establishing a Special Business District 
for Skinker-DeBaliviere?  

 
  

16.4% 

32.8% 

12.5% 

12.5% 

25.8% 

Support For SBD 

Very favorable -16.4% 

Somewhat favorable - 32.8% 

Neutral - 12.5% 

Somewhat opposed - 12.5% 

Very opposed - 25.8% 
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Support - Distribution By Block 
ANSWER East (5700-5900) West (6000-6100) 

 
OVERALL* 

Very favorable 11 19.3% 10 16.9% 
 

16.4% 
Somewhat favorable 20 35.1% 19 32.2% 

 
32.8% 

Neutral 6 10.5% 7 11.9% 
 

12.5% 
Somewhat opposed 6 10.5% 9 15.3% 

 
12.5% 

Very opposed 14 24.6% 14 23.7% 
 

25.8% 

 
57 100% 59 100% 

 
100.0% 

Highlighted areas show the level of support indicated most often east or west of neighborhood. 

 
Support - Distribution By Race  

ANSWER White African-American Other/No Response Hispanic/Latino Asian 
 

 
N % N % N % N % N % 

 Very favorable 20 20.4% 0 0.0% 1 5.6% 0 
 

0 
  Somewhat favorable 39 39.8% 2 22.2% 1 5.6% 0 

 
0 

  Neutral 10 10.2% 3 33.3% 2 11.1% 1 50.0% 0 
  Somewhat opposed 11 11.2% 2 22.2% 3 16.6% 0 

 
0 

  Very opposed 18 18.4% 2 22.2% 11 61.1% 1 50.0% 1 100.0% 
 TOTAL 98 9 18 2 1 128 

Highlighted areas show the level of support indicated the most in each Race category.  
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Support- Distribution By Age 

Answer 25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 65-74 75+ 
No age 

provided 
 

 
N % N % N % N % N % N % N % 

 Very 
favorable 4 30.8% 10 30.3% 4 14.3% 1 6.3% 2 11.8% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 

 Somewhat 
favorable 5 38.5% 14 42.4% 6 21.4% 6 37.5% 10 58.8% 1 9.1% 0 0.0% 

 Neutral 0 0.0% 2 6.0% 4 14.3% 2 12.5% 1 5.9% 5 45.5% 2 20.0% 
 Somewhat 

opposed 0 0.0% 1 3.0% 8 28.6% 3 18.8% 2 11.8% 0 0.0% 2 20.0% 

 Very 
opposed 4 30.8% 6 18.2% 6 21.4% 4 25.0% 2 11.8% 5 45.5% 6 60.0% 

 TOTAL 13 33 28 16 17 11 10 128 

Highlighted areas show the level of support indicated the most in each Age category.  

 

Support- Distribution By Time In Neighborhood 
Answer 1-5 yrs 6-10 yrs 11-15 yrs 16-25 yrs 26-40 yrs 41-55 yrs 56+ yrs No answer 

 
 

N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N % 
 Very favorable 6 13.9% 3 25.0% 8 38.1% 2 12.5% 1 6.3% 1 5.9% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 
 Somewhat 

favorable 21 48.8% 3 25.0% 7 33.3% 5 31.2% 3 18.7% 2 11.8% 1 100% 0 0.0% 

 Neutral 3 7.0% 2 16.7% 0 0.0% 1 6.3% 4 25.0% 5 29.4% 0 0.0% 1 50.0
% 

 Somewhat 
opposed 3 7.0% 1 8.3% 1 4.8% 5 31.3% 3 18.7% 3 17.6% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 

 Very opposed 10 23.3% 3 25.0% 5 23.8% 3 18.7% 5 31.2% 6 35.3% 0 0.0% 1 50.0
% 

 TOTAL 43 12 21 16 16 17 1 2 128 

Highlighted areas show the level of support indicated the most in each Age category. Except in 6-10, this has less differentiation.
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A SBD charter must identify the qualifications of those people who serve on its governing 
board. If established, whom do you think should be represented on an SBD governing 
board? (Check all that apply) 

 
The SBD charter can require a certain number of annual public meetings during which 
resident input is solicited and priorities are set for spending. If established, how many 
annual public meetings do you think should be required? 

 

95% 

59% 

62% 

32% 

71% 

61% 

61% 

8% 

Home owners 

Property owners 

Business owners 

Renters 

Representatives from different geographic areas … 

Representatives from low and moderate income … 

Seniors and other populations with unique needs 

Other 

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100% 

SBD Board Composition 

13% 

57% 

13% 

36% 

1 

2 

3 

4 

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 

How Many SBD Meetings Each Year? 

Meetings 
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How Funds Would Be Used 

The SBD charter would identify general categories that could be funded by the 
SBD. Please check those areas that you think are the greatest needs of our 
neighborhood. Note: A priority setting process would take place annually to 
determine where SBD funding would be spent. Your responses below will 
provide the committee with the general categories and types of projects you 
would like the funding to support, if an SBD is established. Items marked with 
asterisk are reflected in our neighborhood’s Master Plan. 

 

Of the six general categories above, which would be your top priority if a Special Business 
District was established? (Number of responses appears after category name) 

 

 

 

 

53% 

5% 

8% 

26% 

6% 

2% 

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 

Security/Public Safety - 58 

Neighborhood Empowerment - 5 

Greening - 9 

Infrastructure - 28 

Housing - 7 

Communications - 2 

What Category Is Your Top Priority? 
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RESPONSES BY CATEGORY* 

 

• Security/Public Safety 
- Signage reinforcing vehicle, cyclist, and pedestrian right of way* 
- Installation of security cameras near hot spots (hot spots are areas where 

crime occurs most often) 
- Installation of pedestrian lighting 
- Off-duty police patrols based on hot spots 
- Signage reinforcing neighborhood watch 
- Signage reinforcing removing valuables from parked vehicles 
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• Neighborhood Empowerment 
- Housing, transportation and social programs for seniors and youth* 
- Capacity building and neighborhood leadership training 
- Neighborhood diversity/bias training 
- Contracting with human services agencies to provide basic needs, education 

and employment services to senior, disabled and low-moderate income 
neighbors 

 

 

• Infrastructure 
- Sidewalk repairs* 
- Implement Des Peres Avenue Bike and Pedestrian Improvements* 
- Redevelop Four Corners as Neighborhood Center* 
- Kingsbury Avenue Street Improvements and Greening from Four Corners to 

Lucier Park* 
- Build-out entryways to neighborhood 
- Improve view from Forest Park Parkway into neighborhood* 
- Improve Waterman and DeGiverville intersection 
- Signage reinforcing pet owner clean-up 
- Revisit bikability and pedestrian studies and implement recommendations 
- Contribute funding towards Metro Station enhancements & DeBaliviere strip 

mall 
- Dedicated bike lanes or separate bike path on Skinker 
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• Housing 
- Historic improvement grants for low to moderate income homeowners 
- Home repair program for seniors, disabled & low-to-moderate income 

neighbors* 
- Accessible housing for seniors, disabled & low-to-moderate income 

neighbors* 
- Resident workshops on topics such as historic tax credits, historic 

preservation and home greening* 
- Engage in property acquisition with foreclosures, vacant & problem properties  

 

 

• Communication 
- Neighborhood marketing to promote responsible home ownership and 

landlordship* 
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- Market the neighborhood to new residents and owners* 
- Market the neighborhood to diverse populations* 
- Market businesses located in and around neighborhood 
- Proactively recruit developers to neighborhood 

 

 
• Greening 

- Rain gardens and other water conservation in tree lawns, parks, and public 
spaces* 

- Self-draining alleys and parallel parking lanes to reduce standing water* 
- Creation of Des Peres Greenway* 
- Lucier Park Redevelopment* 
- General green space maintenance* 
- Tree inventory & replacement* 
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34% 

10% 

17% 

13% 

13% 

14% 

1% 

1-5 years 

6-10 years 

11-15 years 

16-25 years 

26-40 years 

41-55 years 

56+ years 

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35% 40% 

Lived or Operated Business in Neighborhood 

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 

American Indian or Alaska Native 

Asian 

Black or African American 

Hispanic or Latino 

Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander 

White 

Other 

Race/Ethnicity 
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62 

56 

3 

Female 

Male 

Other 

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 

Gender 

0% 

11% 

28% 

24% 

14% 

14% 

9% 

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 

18-24 years old 

25-34 years old 

35-44 years old 

45-54 years old 

55-64 years old 

65-74 years old 

75 years or older 

Age 
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